
20 WAYS
TO REPURPOSE
YOUR CONTENT

MAGNETIC CONTENT

By Dale Odeyemi



Newsletters

"The essence of
strategy is choosing

what not to do."

Michael Porter

 

Take pieces of your content and break
it down to turn it into quick tips or
daily/weekly informative email
newsletters.
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Social Media Posts

"Make it simple.
Make it memorable.
Make it inviting to
look at. Make it fun

to read."

Leo Burnett  

Take snippets, put them on an image,
and get posting! 
 
You can even create memes or quote
images using free online generators.
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Slideshows

"The desire to reach
for the stars is

ambitious. The desire
to reach hearts is

wise."

Maya Angelou

 

Break down old content into parts and
images that can be translated into
slides. 
 
You can then share them on sites
such as Slideshare.
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Infographics

"Above all, you want
to create something

you’re proud of."

Richard Branson

 

Summarize content and pull it
together in an infographic to create a
visually appealing and easy to digest
platform for engaging your customer.
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‘How-Tos’

"Don't delay acting on
a good idea. Chances
are someone else has
just thought of it, too.
Success comes to the
one who acts first."

H. Jackson Brown Jr.

 

People love steps. 
 
If you have an informative article, turn
it into easy to follow points, and
create a step-by-step guide using
text, or by creating a video.
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eBooks

"Give them quality.
That’s the best kind

of advertising."

Milton Hershey  

Bring together articles or other pieces
of content, such as emails, that share
a common theme and create an eBook
to showcase them all.
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Involve Your Customer

"Every piece of your
content should be

excellent,enough that
customers are

compelled to share
it."

Joe Pulizzi

 

Ask for feedback on a particular piece
of content to initiate a social media
chat.
 
It’s a great way not only to get people
consuming what you create - but also
to encourage interaction. 
 
You can even get inspiration from
what you hear!
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Webinar

"If you cannot do
great things, do small

things in a great
way."

Napoleon Hill
 

 

Use content to create an outline for a
webinar, putting your key points on
slides.
 
Just remember to prepare for
questions. 
 
You can even ask for questions in
advance of the webinar so that you
can have a few answers prepared.
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Podcast

"Content is king."

Bill Gates

 

Start a podcast series by creating
scripts from content you already have
at your disposal.
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Opt-In Content

"What helps people,
helps business."

Leo Burnett  

Use content you already have, such as
articles or reports, as an incentive to
sign up for your mailing list.
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Tweet Facts

"Don’t think of
pitching. Think of

offering…The offer is
better than a pitch."

Sonia Simone

 

Take key points, statistics, or facts
from your content and tweet them to
encourage interest from your
customers. 
 
Link to the main piece of content.
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Rewrite

"Create something
people want to

share."

John Jantsch 

 

You can rewrite a blog post or article,
shifting the focus to a new
perspective or opinion before re-
releasing it. 
 
Add new images to the post to
highlight the main points.
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Update

"Stop selling. Start
helping."

Zig Ziglar

 

Go back over older posts that may
have out of date facts or information
and bring them up-to-date. 
 
Remember to delete any references to
tools or resources that don’t exist any
longer. 
 
And check links to other sites to make
sure they’re not broken.
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Create Q & As

"Everything should be
made as simple as

possible, but not one
bit simpler."

Albert Einstein

 

You can use comments and feedback
from previous content pieces to find
out what people want to know and
put together a question & answer
bank. 
 
Take the answers you made before
and add to them.
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Analyze

"Business
opportunities are like
buses, there’s always
another one coming."

Richard Branson 

 

Look back over the stats and find out
which common themes in your
content were received the best … 
 
Then either rewrite and republish or
add new content to bring them back
into the limelight.
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Top Tips

"Think big and don’t
listen to people who

tell you it can’t be
done. Life’s too short

to think small."

Tim Ferriss
 

Using posts or articles that follow a
common theme, pick out the top tips,
and create a ‘best of’ list.
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Diversify Your Visuals

"Create your own
visual style... let it be
unique for yourself
and yet identifiable

for others."

Orson Welles

 

You can turn visual content into a
whole range of different formats, such
as Facebook posts, ads, and cover
photos, quote images, infographics,
and memes.
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Create Lists of Top Links

"What separates good
content from great

content is a
willingness to take
risks and push the

envelope"
Brian Halligan

 

Use content that was written about
similar topics to create list posts. 
 
For example, if you have five articles
about different websites, use that info
to start a ‘Top Sites For ______’ list.
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Write a Guest Post

"Marketing is telling
the world you’re a
rock star. Content

Marketing is showing
the world you are

one."
Robert Rose

 

You can rewrite older articles and
submit them as guest posts on other
similar blogs. 
 
You’ll not only enhance your
reputation as an expert - but also
attract new customers.
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Simply Republish

"Don’t try to do it all.
It’s better to be

awesome on one or
two channels than to
overextend on six."

Cameron Chapman

 

If the content is still relevant, and it’s
been a while since you originally
published it, try a ‘remember when…’
post. 
 
You might find that it gets an even
better reception than it did before.
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  For More Ideas And Insights

Check Out My Website

FIND OUT MORE

  DaleOdeyemi.com


